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In this eilition, we utanted to gioe an indication of "where we stand" - so ue sat down.
But then things became iliffieult..,

We werc struck,by the difficalty of utiting an accaunt which actually gets hotd of the
gomplex, -slippery world we lioe in, yet which doesn't deny the existence of lo6se enils. For
loose ends are ineoitable in any t ily critical perspectioe, and recognising them has positioely
inf o rme il the lib ert arian s o cialist tr adition.

This said, gathering loose ends is fiae for those zaho only want to understanil the wofld:
our desire is to change it. That ,nean s tying sotne loose ends together, putting forutard iileas
and testing,them in practice. lust because ute cun't knout eoeryihing doesn't-i"an we can't
knou anything.

At the heart of libertaian socialism is the recognition that capitalism has taken arDay
our control ooer the mast basic ilecisions which shape our lioes. This is graphically illustraled
by 

-th9 
Gulf war. Worldutide, millions of people ori now implicated in a"carnage ihere the

only "winners" will be oil interests and competing state machines. Meanwhile, on the home
f:9."t:-une_mployment is rising as working people igain pay the price for the capitalists, as they
blindly chase after haphazaril eoents in a cha,otic market systeti.

Afd oppression is not caused by economics alone: oppression is multi-faceteil.
Patriarchy, racism and compulsory heterosexuatity arc all oppressioe in their own right, And
it is this totality of social relations that alicnates us - whether in the fac,tory, the kltchen or
the beilroom. Thus, the state's mobilis.ation for the Gulf war doesn't just inooloe troops, tanks
and planes, but gender stereotypes fYOUNG MATHER KISSES IIER BRAI4E MAN CCjOngW)
and ooert raeism (IUST wHosV SrDE ARE THE BRADEORD MIISLrMS oN?).

Yet the outlook is never entirely bleak. Dissent, both isolated anil organised, is
ineaitable, Our capacity for eo-operatioe self-determination continualty strains anil breaks the
machinery of exploitation anil oppression. There is resistaace to the Gulf war. There is
c-ontinuing resistance to the poll tax. Anil people are showing their outrage at Clause 25 - the
latest in a long line of homophobic legislation.

For our lioes are neoer atholly determined by the sticks and carrots of the market
system. Eoery aspect of existence - in work and out - is a potential arena for struggle and
contestation: be this ooer specific issues such as job losses or the ight to abortion on demand,
or in the uncooering and assertion of neut cultural oalues

FLIIX aims to recognise the potential inter-connectedness of all these issues, qnd to
acknowledge the potential of our small day-to-day struggles to join together and ueate a
radical and suboersioe alternatioe to what is.

FLIIX wants to aiil genuine communication between those groups and inilioiduals who
refuse the comfofi of false certainties, And we recognise that whatever our shortcomings, hout
we act anil what we say must always be consistent uith the ends we seek to achieoe

The FLLIX Collectiae,
March 7997



The Gulf War The

part 7:

WHICH SIDE ARE
YOU ON?

The US led intervention into the Gulf sought legirimarion
in several ways: it claimed that the intervention was about
defending the integrity of small nations; that it was a defence of
international law; and tha! as a UN coordinated operation, it
expressed global revulsion over the unwdrrmted aggression of a
despot.

This stance is a transparent sham. For a start the US
have consistently vetoed UN resolutions calling for action over
similar instances of aggression. Thus we can compare the
zealousness with which the US have responded to Iraq, with the
indifference or complicity they have shown on other occasions; for
example, the Israeli occupation of the West Bank and Gaz4 the
Indonesian annexation of East Timor and the South African
incursion irrto Angola.

Their condemnation of Saddam Hussain's 'babaity' is
even more immediately hypocritical. Whe.n he played his allotted
role as the leader of a buffer state against Iran, after the fall of the
Shah" the US and the rest of the West supported hinr" rmed him,
and tumed a blind eye to both his genocidal attacks on the Kurdish
minority and his brutal sup'pression of internal dissenr In Britain,
at that time, only a few isolated voices on the left called attention
to the nature of his regiryre.

Finally, kaq was encouraged to commit this aggression
by implicit (or explicit) assurances rhat the US woul&r't intervene.

For the US and their key European ally, the UK, this is a
war about oil resoruces. It is also about the US reasserting its role
as global policeman in the more rmcertain, post-cold war world.
Apologists for the 'coalition' dismiss this as a simplification, but
nothing else makes sense of the inconsistency and hypocrisy which
riddlds current US foriegn policy.

The peace movement has largd responded to the crisis
by issuing impassioned apeals for sanctions, 'peace' and 'juitice'
which ignore the very real political and economic interests and
forcds at work. As solutions to the conflict in the Gulf liberal
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indigration and headelt compassion is sadly insufficient!
But this does not mean we take sides with kaq. Such a

position is in any case pure rhetoric - with no practical relevance.
Just as we can't summon up angels hinging peace, neither can we
send tanks or planes. But even if we could organise enough
benefit events to buy a wrplane, would we?

The kaqi state is motivated by similar considerations to
ttrc US and its allies. It too wans control over oil supplies. And it
is also impelled by aspirations of regional aggrandizement.

Many sectioru of the far-left have given in to the easy

option of taking sides against the US. But as socialists we cannot
take sides between these competing state powers - supporting the
little bully against the big bnrlly - without completely
compromising our socialism. We are trying to transcend the

system of state and economic competition; not take our stand

within ir This means supporting the kaqi working class and
dissident opinion against Saddam, just as much as it means
supporting ttre struggle against the capitalist stale at home.

The pro-kaq stand has been justified by calling Saddam

Hussain an 'objective anti-imperialist' and by arguing for a

position which supports him 'militarily' but not 'politically' (as if
politics and war were separable; as if the SWP et al were
organising the new 'International Brigade'!!). Saddam Hussain
might be trying to draw on the resources of anti-imperialism, Arab
nationalisnr, Palestinian liberation etc., he might even have become
a symbol for many of the Arab people. But this line of reasoning

simply lends credence to an ideologicil posture servicing the

national interests of the Ba'athist regime. When many of the

workers and dissidena of Eastem Europe looked to the likes of
Thatcher as a symbol in their struggle against state capitalism, how
many of these 'socialists' would have supported Tharcher as

' objective$ anti-Stalinist' ?

Not only does supporting Saddam Hussain lend credence

to a regime which only a year ago these self-same left groups were
rightly condemning (perhaps consistency is too higirly rated a

virnre?), it also rests on dangerous specularion - about the possible
outcome of this crisis.

The fact is that we do not know what will happen. If the

coalition breaks (and it looks increasingly fragile) the result could
be a solidification of Islamic fundamentalism. It might result in
Iran assuming the role of regiond power broker, leading to new

conflicts. It could mean a whole array of rivalries: Syria agairst
Turkey against kan over disprted kaqi territory. If the U.S. rvin
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Gulf War The Gulf

it would certainly mean the imposition of western interests
in the short term. This could itself invoke a wave of
nationalist struggle. And it could mean an over-stletched US
playrng a role it can ill afford, facing increasingly belligerent
competition from its capitalist rivals. Who knows?

We should take seriously the maxim 'our main
enemy is at home'. Whilst supporting the independent
action of the Iraqi workers, we can only use what tools we
have and expend our energies where we can. lndulging in
super-revolutionary rhetoric might piss off a few squares,
and add a radical gloss to our levis but ultimately it's
meaningless posturing.

This means we should contribute to the building of
a broad anti-war movement, an anti-war sentiment that
might not be programmatically pure but would certainly be
more effective in making the war effort politically difficult.

Importantly, it also means not getting drawn away
from those areas which the ruling class media are trying to
relegate to the back pages of the press - the Poll Tax for
example. War is an excellent way of diverting discontent:
remember the Falklands? Keeping that discontent to the fore
is central to the anti-war effort. It is fighting the enemy at
home.

Duing the prcparution of this articlc, FLUX uas ioen by a
heated ilebate ooet ethnocen*ism. Hout ean ue non-Muslim
uhites siuply pronowrce a oerilict on a situation uhich ue
knoro so littb about uthcn, as libertaian socialists,
self-determination is ote of our centtal tenets? We decided
that ue need to iliscuss in ilepth the issncs raised, anil that
this iliscussion might be the basis of a future article.

The Flux Collective

PaEt 2:

THE MEDIA AND
THE GULF

One week into the Gulf War, David Dimbleby makes a
revealing slip: "This war is being conducted by television". Whar
makes this statement so shocking is that it is suddenly so obvious
and basic. We know that Bush stayed up on January 16th, not to
hear first re,ports on Westem bombing, but to see when news flrst
reached &e U.S. so-he could time his pre-rehearsed 'Ad&ess to the
Nation' with maximum impact; and when he said "This won't be
another Vietnan", it wasn't the military campaign he was referring
to but the media war. Then we saw the home movies of 'precision
bombing', with military commentary transforming the destruction ,

of human life into a play in American Football. Or the live-by-

satellite broadcasts which give Baghdad, Tel Aviv and Dahran the
feel of high-risk advenn:re-playgrormds.

Yet why is it that I turn on my television every morning,
to find out what's 'going on', even when I know that all I'm
getting is lies and disinforrnation? What is it about the coverage
that is so seductive? It would seern that even the most sceptical of
observers is drawtr in when zubjected to a bombardment of 'facts'
repeated endlessly on four channels. The media tantalise us with
30 second 'sound bytes': opinion and reporting become
indistinguishable. When we are told ttrat 50 kaqi tanks have
deserted the impact is made, even though a few days later the
Saudi tale is discredited in a couple of newscolumn inches.

As Jolm Pilger, one of the few dissenting journalists on
this crisis, has pointed out the explosion in communications
technology has not resulted in a democratised information society,
with unlimited rrcess to sources of fact, opinion and analysis. On
the contrary, we have a media society, in which information is
controlled by a few multinational colporations. Their output is
largely determined by two pressures: the commercial interests of
capitalism (domestically md worldwide); and the political interests
of states who perpetuate and sustain this exploitation.

Major events such as the Gulf War tsrd to bring out
these pressures more clearly, because more energy must be
expended to sustain the false picture. The media is complicit with
this process, on the one hand blindly accepting allied military
propaganda as fact, and on the other hand having the arrogance to
sneer at the kaqi media for its crudeness and ineptitude. This in
ntrn reinforces the colonialist ideology of the 'stupid Arab',
fanaticised by Islamic frmdamentalism but only to be feared as an
ungedictable animal.

We do not feel knowledgable enough to talk about the
Arab media (which in any case is far from homogenous). But the
point is that propaganda can always be seen through more easily
when looked at from another cultural position It is effective in its
own country, however, because it tries to mirror the culture and
ideology of the people it is aimed at. In our cormtry, people's

/continued on page 21
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BIGGER CAGES.OOOI ,ONGER

. 1990 was a year during which prisons and prisoners
figured prominently in the media. The "Strangeways Riot",
lasting twenty-five days, highlighted the appalling conditions
of prisons and showed the despair and anger of people
locked up inside. Prisoners smashed up cells and made fires
whilst the prison authorities played Wagner and talked of
murders. Defiant prisoners shouted out demands and told
their stories in an atmosphere of hysteria and paranoia.
There were cries from the establishment for the S.A.S. to be
called in whilst politicians warned that the prisoners would
not get away with it. Everything was upside down and the
prison authorities and the government were panicking. Not
too good for political credibility or "law and order". David
Waddingtorq the then Home Secretary, talked about
reintroducing laws against prison mutiny and sajd that he
would finance increased security measures. His actions and
utterances were guided by his pathetic fuar of it all
happening again. It is not surprising that he got it all
wrrong. Instead of looking at why we in Britain lock up far
more people than any other European country and
questioning the intent and functions of prisons, Waddington
espoused the blinkered priorities of order, stability and
routine.

It seems a bit cuch6d to talk of how prisons serue to
control and coerce us all, but it's true. They are there to
remind us all to obey and conform and taunt and threaten us
with loss of liberty. We're told to respect and uphold the
law because it's "ours". This is nonsense. [aws are not
made by, or for, people like us, they never have been. The
primary purpose of legislation is to restrict and manipulate
from above, the powerful over the powerless. Thus people
are sent to prison for not buyrng T.V. licenses, for shop and

property thefts, for refusing to pay the poll tax, and for
exercising socalled civil rights like going on demos' People
are crammed up in tiny cells to be taught a lesso& to mend
their ways. A person who is economically poor and steals to
exist (you don't haoe to be poor to steal) will be in exactly
the same situation when s/he leaves prison. Prison does not
teach us how to get the kind of jr:bs we want. Prison
degrades and humiliates. It is the only answer the ruling
classes have ever come up with to deal with "unrulies" and
"anti-socials". Shut them away and we can all go on, living
quite happily, problem solved.

It is only when people themselves come together to
protest and force change that ears and eyes are turned. This
is exactly what happened in Strangeways. Other action by
prisoners which featured importantly in the media was
prison suicide.

Last year forty-eight prisoners killed themselves, a
figure which has more than doubled since 1985. Out of

- these, nine have been under the age of twenty-one. Philip
Ifuight, the most recent, hung himself in July. He was found
hanging from his cell window only hours after his detention.
Philip was just fifteen years old. He should not have been in
an adult prison. Social Services and the Courts deemed
Philip to be "unruly''and remanded him to prison because of
this. Philip had been in the care of the local authority for
fifteen months and had absconded and committed numerous
offenses. The local authority had nowhere suitable to send

him so he was placed in an adult prison. Normally young
people who are "a danger to others" are placed in secure

units for juveniles (under 17's), units which, it is argued, are
more appropriate for young people. However, there are not
enough of these units and so Philip, like so many other

under 1Zs, was remanded to prison. Philip
did not enren last a day in Swansea prison.
Akin to many before him he made his protest
by ending his life.

So what has been the state's
response? An all too familiar one. Another
inquiry and y* more reoommendations.

Judge Tumim, Chief Inspector of Prisons
(assisting Lord Justice Woolf in his inquiry
into Strangeways), is being heralded as a
great liberal who holds humanity close to his
heart. L,eaving aside the blatant
contradictions inherent in such a notiory a
browsing through of his report indicates no
mention or intent to reduce prison numbers.
Pragmatic alterations are all that is necessary.

His 123 recommendations include improved
sanitation, more leisure activities, televisions
in cells and increased educational and
employment opportunities. Additionally
Tumim agues that prison psychiatric services
ought to be equivalent to the National Health
Service. This is in response to his view that
attemped suicide is a behavioral problem
and, as such, can be managed within prisons.
Critics explain how he failed to make any
contact with prisoners, or with the relatives
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CIIATNS

of prisoners who have killed themselves. Tumim obviously
thought that they had nothing to say - or maybe too much.

Tumim's recommendations all read very well. Such
promises ought to be received lightly. His report (pub. 1fth
Dec.) told us that the practice of remanding under 17's to
adult prisons would stop. Yet on 25th Jan. another fifteen
year old was remanded to exactly the same prison in which
Philip killed himself. And now we are being told that local
authorities have four years in which to develop secure units.
When only 35 places are needed nationally, four years
appears extremely lengthy. It is argued that such delay
results from limited resources and other demands upon the
government and local authorities. Quite understandable
reaily when Britain alone is spending f4 million each day on
the Gulf War.

The pressure is off the government - again prisoners
have become a hidden minority, their experiences silenced.
Despite protests from various professional organisations and
pressure groups nothing much changes. Why should it?
Prisons mirror and ally the obscenity and degradation of
capitalism. They do not face up to nor challenge that
behaviour which violates. Instead they react using more
subtle forms of violence.

Philip Knight and forty-seven others last year all
lost their lives as a consequence of being detained in prisons.
Others lived squalid and pathetic existences whilst some
prisoners were temped by the gross practice of tagging.

Prisons present a sad indictment of the society in
which we live. No amount of convoluted talk from David
Waddington, Kenneth Baker or liberal judges will ever make
them legitimate

Carolyne Willow

POLL TAX

Events in the Gulf have driven the poll tax off the
political and media scene in recent weeks. But it hasn't gone
away, and neither has the campaign against it. With the end
of the war now clearly in sight the poll tax is set to move
back into the spotlight - and for us on the Left the timing
could hardly be better.

Some councils have already set their poll tax rates
for the coming year. In Scotland, Edinburgh, entering their
third year of the tax, are charging a massive €584, despite
making cuts of €28 million. Here in Nottingham, this year's
poll tax will be f448, an increase of €60 on last year even
though the council are closing homes for elderly people in a
desparate attempt to save money. These are tyPical
increases; unlike Rochester in Kent, for example, where the
poll tax is actually coming down by f,58 to €190 - "through
god tuaaganent not big cuis" says the Tory council,
conveniently forgetting the sale of f,80 million worth of
council housing which they are using to finance the
reduction.

But most councils will meet to set this year's poll
tax during March, and demonstrations outside town halls
across the country should push the poll tax back into the
headlines. The March 23rd national demonstration in
London, whether it is attacked by the police again or not,
should do the same.

And non-payment remains high. In Nottingham,
the council admitted early in December that 56 145 hadn't
paid a perny of the poll tax - that's a third of all those
registered! Another 70 000 were in arrears, and less than a
third had paid uptodate. Non payment in Liverpool is
over 50Vo, and between a third and a quarter of people in
most maior towns and cities aren't paylng. So far, Scotland
has issued 1.25 million summary warrants for non-payment -

but the sheriff officers still haven't managed to hold even
one warrant sale.

For the government, the options now look
increasingly limited. They know the poll tax has to go, but
are frightened to admit it because it will further boost non-
payment. With a round of local council elections coming up,
and a |une general election looking ever mor€ likely, they

/ continued on page 15
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ET UT II

Ashley Fletcher discusses the

implications of Clause 25

Towards the end of 1990 the government prepared

its armaments to launch two New Year offensives. The
first - in the Gulf, against Arab nationalist threats to oil - has

received much public$ arrd attention and is a polrcy
proudly owned and publicised by its authors. The secord -
against the Lesbian and Gay communities - is quietly
endorsed but publicly ignored. But it is no less

comprehensive in the intended impact on its victims.

the Criminal Justice Bill, ilself the centrepiece of this
Parliament's legislative progrilmme. Designed to bring
'Better justice...' to us all through '..a more consisient
approach to sentencing' it aims to make us more secure

through the use of exemplary sentences for persistent violent
and sexual offenders who pose '...a serious risk to the
public'. Such people are to be made into deterrent examples.

For them "...an exception must be made to the pinciple that

the length of the individual sentence should. be iustified by

the seiousness of the offence".
Clause 25 spells oui these eleven newly categorised

'serious sexual offences'. Conspicuously placed amongst

heterosexual incest, paedophilia, sexual abuse and incest

against chil&en are lhree victimless, colsensual acts - not

necessarily sexual - between men. These are:

l. Soliciting by a man: This could include cruising,
flirting, winking, smiling, chatting up or swapping telephone

numbers etc.
2. Procuring of homosexual acts: Or helping two men

to have sex even if they are oyer 21. It could include
introducing two male friends who fancy each other or

3. Indecency between men: This includes sex with men

under 21, or any expression of gay affectiur. This includes

not just cottaging or sex in 'lovers' lanes' but also kissing,

hugging or holding hands etc.

None of these even require
sex to have taken niace.

The spearhead of this other offensive is Clause 25 of lending out a room to fwo friends.
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At face value.not much may seern to have happened AII
these offences were on the statute books anyway, helping to
make Britain the most 'anti-gay' state in Western Europe
barring keland and the Vatican. So what is the importance
of them all being dragged together in tre &iminal Justice
Biu?

Firstly, while debare for the last twenr,v years has
centred around greater liberalisation and lowering the age of
consent, the government has now chosen to boldly and
confidently re-state its homophobic bigotry.

Secondly, previously minor misdemeanours have
been reciassified as 'serious sexual offences' with sentences
of up to five years, followed on release by up to five years
medical and psychiatric treatnent for 'persistent offenders' -
a reversion to the punitive medical responses to homo-
sexuality of the 50's and 60's. But why is this happening
now?

Ttre 1967 act was not so much meant to be a
legalisation of our sexuality, but a decriminalisation of
aspects of it. It was never intended that we should gain any
recognised profile,or that we should play a part in
mainstream society. We were just meant to quietly and
privately get on with it. Our liberal society was to tolerate
us hidden discretely in their midst, not recognise us or lirre
with the issues our sexuality raises.

The 80's changed all this. Up to '85 our profile
grew as we were monstrously scapegoated for AIDS, while
at the same time worklng and campaigning to develop the
power and skills to sarre our communities in the face of
public indifference. By the mid-80's the government could
no longer ignore the crisis and began inadequately to
intervene. The press, religious and political reactiolaries
vilified us for bringing AIDS to the heterosexual agenda.
At the same time, our growing experience, organisatian and
politicisation had given us a growing public and political
profile. Gay people were consulted at local and, later, at
national level, as the growing realities of AIDS required our
insights and experience. As a community we became more
confident and open. Even otn images and representations on
TV began to show a greater recogrition of us as viewers and
consumers.

Tolerance had obviously had the wrong effect. We
were once more a target for the 'mral majority'. When
resources were allotted to HfV, they were allotted away from
gay men (who had to develop their own resources right from
the start) as part of a conscious 'de-gaying' of HIV. The
press continued to blame us for the epidemic. Arrests on gay

men in cottaging and cruising areas increased rapidly, as did
'queer bashing'. Even concem with child abuse has been
turned against us. 95Va of assaults are by heterosexual men
on girls; but when it is on a boy, it is no longer called 'child

abuse' but 'homosexual abuse' - and the minority of cases
where this happens are catapulted onto centre stage.

The public mind has been prepared and tumed
against us. Even the Labour Parfy has blamea us for losing
them the last electicn as we were '...not popular...on the
doorseps'.

The growing recession and the underrnining of the
family has made it easier to target us. When Section 28
failed legally to confine us or intimidate us underground in
1988, we knew something else would follow, but thought
that recriminalisation was probably unlikely. The

7
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government has proved more devious than we imagined.
This commitment to eradicating aspecs of

victimless, gay behaviour should not be underestimated.
Prosecutions have risen steadily since 1985, to a 1989 record
of nearly 2,500 convictions. The ferocity of the new
onslaught is demonstrated by the sentencing in January of 8
gay men for between one and four and a half years for
consensual S/IVI sex in private after a massive policing
operation called 'Spanner'. If gay men still manage to

overcome the obstacles erected by Clause 25 to find
themselves in bed together, we can still be prosecuted for
what we choose to do - be we over 21 or not! Yet despite
the massive policing of our lives, the number of unsolved
'queer bashing' murders continues to grow - averaging nearly
one a month for the last two years.

Paragraph 16 of the Children's Act - also inroduced
in December - makes clear the absence of rights of any
lesbians or gay men to adopt or foster children. Combined
with the existing power of the state to remove children fro'm

biological parents on the gtounds of parental 5gxmlity; the

continuing ability of employers to sack workers for being
gay; and the 1988 ban (through Section 28) on any centrally

8
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funded body supporting u endorsing our 'needs' (for fear of
'promoting pretend family relationships'), we can see that the

attack on our already embattled position in society is total.
The impact of this'offensive on our right to meet,

our clubs and pubs, support groups, advice lines, magazines

etc. is not yet clear. But by granting the courts complete

discretionary powers the Criminal Justice Bill makes it
potentially devastating. If re-criminalisation via the back

door is their aim, ttre tools are now in their hands.
- For us, this is not so much an issue of Civil
Liberties, but of life and death. While murders and attacks

go on unchecked, many of our lesbian and gay teenagers in
care (x at home continue to live in desperate isolation for
which suicide sometimes seems the only remedy. Suicide

rates are also high amongs[ men who have lost their jobs,

homes and even families through their prosecution. While
the hope of successful HIV prevention work in a community
going underground are bleak.

But it is an ill wind that blows no good. Many

lesbians and gays still think of the battle against Clause 28 as

a victory, despite is passage onto the statute books. Why?

Because in that frght we gained a sense of strength,

community and perspective hitherto denied us. Effeciive

challenges in most cases where afiempts have been made to

apply the Clause have shown that the battle can continue

with srccess even after a bill becomes law. Clause 25 for
the fint time brings most anti-gay legislation into one act - a

target focal point more powerful than we have had before.

Already up and down the country, groups are

forming and the first demonstration in london in February

saw 10,000 plus on ilte streets. A spark is once again

igniting our commrmities, and though we recognise that

changing the law will not end our oppression, the fight will
increase our power. Battle is being joined and we

enthusiastically anticipate the sruggle to come.
..sToP PRSS.S. . ..STOP PRESS. . ..SIOP PRESS..

Slnce this article wes written the goYernment heve already bcgun to

ctlmb down. hocuremmt ls no longer included es an offence under

Clause 25, end they've made other minor chenges too. Shows what we

might echieve ff we orgrnisc end flgltt them together..

I
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(Apparently) I am a
Stalinist, not because I
worship Uncle Joe but
because I have been a
member of the C.P.G.B.

In the same way
as many members of
Militant are probably not
'Trotskyists', I take issue
with the smart-arsed
student-union approach
to politics and the
politically active that says
you are what your Party
is.

There must be
many reasons why
people join 'left wing
groups'. I expe<t most
people don't join because
they agree with the
group's precise
ideological stance, but
because they are pissed
off and want to change
the system we live under,
by getting involved with
people who appear to be fighting back.

My swift disillusionment with anarchist groups led
me to look at what else was on offer; despite my distrust of
socialists I joined the C.P.G.B. My attraction was probably
as much romantic as rational/political - my granddad, father
and brother had been members, the Party had been well
established in the community, plugging away with little
major success, against local and national problems. But at
least they were fighting.

The alternatives, S.W.P. and Class War were,
although probably closer to my political position, not as
attractive. They were mainly composed of university
students from outside the area, who had all the answers but
no obvious tradition or commitment to the community.

I am not writing here to slag off other left groups,
and would not describe my time in the C.P. as inspiring.
The point I am trying to make is that when people are
motivated enough to 6et involved in the struggle - in itself

taking some dogged
persistence - there may
be many reasons for
joining one particular
group rather than
another: its location and
activity; its relevance to
your particular
experiences; family
influences; romantic
ideas; as well as the party
line.

Just as it is
unlikely that the rank
and file community in
Greece were fighting for
a Stalinist dictatorship in
1947,*Iexpectmost
people from El Salvador
to South Africa and
Nottingham are not
fighting for a specific
idmlogical vision, but
against exploitation and
misery and for control
over their own lives.

What people are
looking for when they ioin a group is a sense of community
with others who have similar backgrounds, experiences and
aspirations, and the security in knowing they are not alone.
When the ideologues decide to emphasize the label of their
group and paper, and insist on the Truth of their particular
line, individual members of 'opposing' groups are
categorised and stereotyped, leading to mistrust. Let's face
it, some spotty 81t telling you you've got it all wrong
because you're in the wrong party hardly enthuses you with
ideas of solidarity and unity.

This tyranny of the idmlogues is one of the things
which divides the left, preventing different groups
communicating with each other or forming effective alliances
against the common enemy. For though we have differences
in approach and tactics, we all want the same thing: what's
stopping us are the forces of the ruling class, not having the
'wrong' political badge.

David
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INTERVIEW

FLUX; Lots of people must dream of setting up TV
companies, but very fuw ever do it. How did you manage

it?
MARK: DTV began as an Adult Education Class! It t\ras an

experiment to show that people can make good videos

without much technical experience or training' We were

funded by Tower Hamlets Arts Profect, and our brief was to

make video available to the local community
SIOBHAN: Right from the start, DTV was an oPen access

workshop. Anyone could ioin, and those who knew a bit

,no.u *orld teach them. Another basic principle was

training through production: you learned to use the video

equipment through having somethingto say 
.

fvfinXt Thafs right. People who had something to say

could just come iri and say it, it didn't need to be mediated

by "experts"
fLUXr But weren't there video SrouPp all around the

country doing that kind of thing?

SIOBHAN: No. At most video proiects, people were taught

over a six-week period how to use a camera and editing

suite - and that's all. Maybe they'd produce a short video'

but very often not because of the expense- And you couldn't

actually join these grouPs, all you could do was Pay €130 or
-so to hire a good camera from them

MARK: el tneir equipment had been bought with
qovernment and regional arts Srants, but suddenly no{ne
Else coula use it. E'ither they'd be too busy with their latest

production for Channel a, oi they'd iust say ''well, this isn't

ihut *. do nowadays". The problem was that all these

groups had formed ihemselvei into the standard industrial

initi producer, editor, director, camera oPerator' They'd all

beco#e teams of individual film makers' The liberal fringe

of the establishment media thought that these people would

make innovative TV, but they didn't' They never could'

because they were using the same industrial process as

mainsileam-TV, so no matter how radical the subject matter'

it was always treated in the same way' These groups all

related to people simply as clients, or subigct matter

FLUX: Hdw iia DTV ivoid going down the same slippery

slope?
ffAnf: It comes down to ways of working - what you

actually do. Fot example, the tendenry usually is that the

person who is best at iitming uses the camera, the person

ito it best at editing does the edit, and so on' But that's a

problem, because who holds the camera is vitally imPortant

io what you produce. Look at that BBC2 programme "Open

Door". Iis meant to show different community viewpoints'

but they just send a carnera crew along and everything they

produce looks exactlY the same!
'SIOSHAN, The social work approach to community video!

it#
:
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MARK: At DTV, we agreed that the best way to learn about
video cameias is by using one, so training was never
formalised. Whoever volunteered to film something could
do it, regardless of whether theld ever filmed 

".,yi-hir,gbefore. That did two things. People got mone chances to
learn, and it also cut out the hustlers who might offer to do
a really cheap video for a rock band, then come here and use
our equipment. You can't tout for business prcfussionally
when the person filming might never have used a camera
before! The motor of DTV is ilaire, not money. No+ne here
ever got paid for production. If there was money around
you might get paid for doing the uninteresting things, but as
soon as you picked up a camera or started editing you were
working as a volunteer. Jobs were always rotated, too,
because if you hog the camera someone else only gets to
hold the microphone. There've been people whc/d single.
mindedly explore one area - computer graphics, say - but
they couldn't have a monopoly on it, anybody else could
have a go. Besides, they'd always end up doing other things
as well, simply because there weren't enough other people to
hand stuff out to at meetings
FLUX: Did working like that make a difference to either the
content or the form of the videos you produced?
SIOBHAN: It made a difference to both. DTV made
ongoing production a priority, but we did it by using the
video magazine format. You know, we'd cut together lots of
five minute bits that had no relation to each other, except for
the fact that they all related to the local community. Since
then the idea has been picked up and proliferated across the
mainstream - Network 7,DW II, all kinds of youth shows -
but at that time it was new. So it looked different, and
because lots of people werc represented it said something

pnessures. Like, you might have said "what would happen if
the NF came along and wanted to use our facilities?"
SIOBHAN: DTV has never had an explicit political line,
either left or right. Politically this has iaused problems, br.lt
its also given us strength through diversity. And we have
had people whose personal politics were right wing. They

' never wanted to produce fascist propaganda but they did
want to make individual art works. They just wanted to use
DTV to help their careers as artists, but they never stayed for
Iong - the interests of the group as a whole quickly wore
them down. They were only a threat when they wanted to
change it to fit in with their vision of being an aftist. But
every time wdve fought against this.
FLUX: So you get problems with "professional artists", or
aspiring ones: is it their agendas, rather than those of the
politicos, that cause problems?
SIOBHAN: The "artists" are a political problem too.
People's aspire to what they think is a career in film or TV,
as defined by the propaganda and hierarchies of the
industry. That's why if you go to film school everyone
wants to be the director - its how you get creative control
MARK: Its like if you had a college of rock bands, everyone
would want to be lead singer but there'd be plenty of
vacancies for drummers!
FLUX: Although their life expectanry is a bit limited!
Making video art or propaganda'is one thing, but getting
people to see it is another. How did you find audiences for
these tapes?
SIOBHAN: That's always been the most difficult part.
Originally, DTV was part of Tower Hamlets Arts Profxt, so
we inherited contacts with local community groups and
tenants associations. Wdd show the magazine tapes

wherever we could - local
screening-s in schools, libraries,
community c€ntres -
MARK: There were ironic
situations. Like one of our tapes
would be showing at the Turin '
Film Festival, who loved it, and
then wdd organise a local
screening and three people would
turn up! Its so labour intensive to
reach three people that you wish
they'd just nick the tapes and
copy them!
SIOBIIAN: "Despite The Sun"
was easily our most successful
tapg but that had a ready made
audience
FLUX: This was the tape about
the 19f35/87 Wapping dlspute,
with Murdoch's "Sun" newspaper.
Tell us how you got involved
with that?
SIOBHAN: Well, Wapping is just
down the road from DTV, so we
went down to the picket line
twice a weel filming and getting
to know local tenants and some of
the strikers. The material for
"Despite The Sun" came out of
that. It was in the magazine
format again, but it was all
around the strike. People
produced their own five minute
bits, about things like the myth of
new terhnology and what it felt
like to be on the picket line
FLUX: So did any of the strikers
actually get involved?

different. Also, nothing rvas ever
excluded on the grounds of
quality. Technical perfection is
important, because you want to
make your art stronget to get
your message across. But we
decided that what people were
actually safag was most
important
FLUX: Was it hard for new
people coming in, to fit into that
way of working?
SIOBHAN: Sometimes. People
who came with their own ideas
were always encouraged to irin
DTV, although things had to be
potential magazine items. After
that, if they had an idea the group
didn't want to work on they could
hire the video equipment fmm
us, and we only charged nominal
costs. If they wanted DTV to help
we'd budget for labour costs too.
But our first priority was the local
community - if there was a local
event, that came first.
Consequently, we've done a lot of
work for people who can't get
anybody else to film their events -
lesbian and gay stuff, Clause 28,
Wapping
FLUX: Its unusual to maintain
such a fiexibie and open structure
over a long period of time.
Groups use all kinds of excuses to
make themselves more rigid and
close off, so as to protect
thernselves from outside
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SIOBHAN: No - most of them had enough to do already!
Also, we wanted to avoid the views and opinions of the
union leadership, which made contact more difficult. But
some of the local tenants did join in
FLUX: And this is your most successful tape so far?
MARK: Easily, yes. Some of the Wapping pickets bought it,
and although we were only charging them what we thought
was cost price, they were bootlegging it too. And then we
suddenly rcalised that we'd been charging them less than the
cost of the blank tape and losing money on it, and the
bootlegging was a real reliefl Altogethe4 we only sold 300
copies of "Despite The Sun" - the bootlegged tapes don't
show up in that - yet it got into the Top Five of a national
chart of independent video tapes. That shows how pathetic
independent video distribution is
SIOBHAN: That's why mainstream TV is so attractive - its
Bot an instant audience
FLUX: Which is a good lead in to discussing the "Battle of
Trafalgar" programme... You said earlier that one of DTV's
strengths is the diversity of views within it. But I didn't see
a diversity in that programme, I thought the context of the
programme undermined anythiag that might have supported
the police. For example, when you showed the guy m)rtng
"chaos isn't the kind of thing you normally associate with the
police", it didn't seern that the programme agreed with him
at all. Instead, it was cleverly making the point that chaos is
exactly what the police cause on demonstrations
SIOBHAN: There unre cleverly coded bits. There had to be
because there were some arguments that we would never
have gotten past the IBA. And we wanted to reach a large
audience with the message that the police provoked a riot by
aftacking a peaceful demo. So we had to be more
imaginative. "Battle of Trafalgar" said something that TV
hadn't said about the riot before: that if you're attacked
you've got the right to fight back, even if its the police.
That's legally acceped, but its also in people's heads, its
what they think whether its legislated for or not. And that's
what happened, there was an incredible solidarity. Whole
groups of people would leap in and try and stop others
being crushed attacked or arrested.
One criticism we've had was that the programme didnlt say
what a fantastic day it was because we were able to do that.
But that brings up the issue of violence. I didnlt enjoy
seeing people get beaten until they bled, whether they were
demonstrators or police. Most of the time I felt good about,
the fact that we were fighting baclg but when I actually saw
people getting really hurt my feelings were mixed
FLUX: Its sometimes said that "art" - if we can use that
word - can explore the contradictions that politics has to give
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you a straight line on
MARK: It opens up all kinds of debates that normally get
tucked away on the Left. Like, its clear that on March 31st
the people in the front line were your 18 to 30 year olds -
just like the forces in the Gulf. And what happened was a
straightforward mobilisation of the whole crowd against an
attack: some people threw stuff, some fought, others got the
injured into ambulances or took info from those who were
being nicked. So the people fighting were simply the best
ones fior the irb, and it all depends on your attitude wheiher
they were heroes or villains. But the IBA would never have
let us take that line on national TV!
SIOBHAN: We didn't come away fircm March 31st knowing
all that had happened, or why. So most of the politics in the
programme came firom the people who spoke. No-one was
prompted, and there were no scripts, but everyone's story
correlated. So we built a framework that allowed these
different experiences and emotions to come through.
Because that's the starting point of any political message,
the ideas that are in people's heads

'MARK: But it was our own personal experience too.
There's a strong backbone of chronology in the programme,
and that's because some people in DTV hadn't been there on
the day, and they wanted to know exactly what fucking
went on. So someone went off and studied everything - ail
the interviews, photos, bit of films, newspaper articies. At
the same timg others were working on film footage, piecing
it all together like a big jigsaw The chronology and the film
clips weren't put together until the sixth or seventh edit,
they evolved independently.
We were motivated by a desire to understand which a
pro$essional film crew just wouldn't have had, and which
wouldn't have been economically viable for them at the pre-
production stage. Also, we knew from our experience with
the Wapping tape that some people would say "well, the fact
that you were even there means that you must be a
troublemake4, so I'm not going to believe anything you say".
"Everyman" don't have that problem: they have the nice
little title sequence and the fanfares and what they say goes!
But in telling the story we had to try and show lots of
different aspects of the day so that Irate of Purley could only
say "I don't agree", and not that it wasn't true
FLUX: There's almost a total lack of distancing techniques in
the programme. For example, there was no lengthy
introduction to give a space between the programme makers
and the footage, and no panel of experts passing judgement
at the end. Interviewees, and even specialists like the
barrister Michael Mansfield, were shown with riot footage in
the background. You couldn't s€perate either DTV or any irf



the interviewees from what went on, and that made it a very
powerful and coherent programme
MARK: And it was the minimal intervention we could
make. The people we intervierVed wanted to talk most
talked for a good 40 minutes, and there were 30 of them!
Obviously they were edited, but all we were trying to do
was catch the essence of what they had to say
FLUX: Something that keeps popping up is the phrase
"these ideas are in everybody's heads". That was one of the
slogans of the Situationists(1). How useful are their theories
to your work?
SIOBHAN: Situationist theory introrms me in terms of the
audience. Although TV is very good at treating people as
though they are stupid, I believe that audiences are very
visually literate and can pick up thinp extremely fast - look
at TV advertising for proof of that. But too much TV
assrunes that the audiences wont understand, which is
where Situationist ideas come in. I believe that people can
understand, because those ideas are in their heads fust like
they are in mine. One of the arguments we had about the
programme was over the technique of showing the talking
head with film footage running as a backdrop. We
wondered if it would be
boring or difficult, or if the
audience would be able to
keep pace with it. But we
decided to try it anyway,
partly because we didn't
want the programme to be
too slick
FLUX: So that people
couldn't just passively
consume it, but would have
to work along with the
programme?
SIOBHAN: Well, because
we were dealing with a
complex argument and one
of the dangers was of over-
simplifying it. That's
something TV is very good
at, building simple
narratives about complex
events out of voiceovers
and edited footage. Thats
exactly what the TV news
did about March 31st
FLUX: Sticking with the
Situationist terminology, do
you have any qualms about becoming part of the
"Spectacle'?
SIOBHAN: None. It was an intervention from the outside.
DTV wasn't part of the media establishment then and it isn't
now. Although ultimately we had the IBA looking over our
shoulders, there was no direct censorship or control fiom
Channel 4. Look at what we achieved. 1.4 million people
watched a programme which told them that the media were
lying, the police werc lyng, this is the reality that 200 000
people experienced. It was a chance to claim back some of
people's history to prevent the state having the final word.
If you were purist and turned that down because you didn't
lvant to become part of the Spectacle, it would be a crime. If
your ideology says that g can:'t take a chance like that, fair
enough. But it isn't the only politically valid position. Its
like saying we shouldn't do anything because what we can
do isn't perfect. And that's rubbish - you can't resign from
capitalism
MARK: Nor the state - and that was one of the really scary
things. Lots of people knew we were making the
programme and were sending us their tapes. Stuff the cops

would never havd known where to look for, video evidence
they normally wouldn't have had access to, and we were'
gathering it all together into one place ..

SIOBHAN: We didn't sign the contract with Channel 4 u5rtil
July 1990, and by then we were all paranoid. Nobody cares
if the police come and bust down the door of a little

. community video project in the East End, but busting down
the door of a Channel 4 production is headlines. So we hid
behind the liberal media establishment. After the riot
Operation Carnaby was on and it was witchhunt time: we
needed that protection
FLUX: What comes across strcngest is that because you
know the TV industry can't assimilate DTV because of the
way that you work, you can do all this and feel confident
that you wont be compromised
MARK: Yeah. And capitalism wont iust go away and leave
us all alone. When DTV was an unknown group struggling
to get audiences we got ripped off all the time. It was
obvious that the big companies had sent their researchers
along to view the independent output and copy their ideas.
So you're being re'appropriated all the time, whether you
actively engage or not

SIOBHAN: Its important to
intervene, its about reaching
people. One of the problems
with anarchism has been its
lack of engagement. There's
a whole community of
people out there who have
aligned themselves to
anarchist ideas in all sorts of
different ways, but don't
have any access to explore
them, or any idea that other
people feel the same way.
Anarchists themselves make
much open discussion of
anarchism taboo - although
there's a whole talking shop
of other socialists you can
join
MARK: And sell
newspapers: the TV is dirty,
but newspapers aren't,
they're clean!
SIOBHAN: But you have to
be careful. I've always
objected to the way that
much left wing politics rests

on theories which sit outside of peoplds experience, yet at
the same time you can only get taken seriously on the
political scene if you understand those theories. That
justifies vanguard parties, and leads directly to the idea of
having to educate the working class

(1) The Sitwtionists were a group of artists and
revolutionaies wln fonnriated a theory of capitalism as a
"spectacle" which we all pasively conswre. They were
vehenrcntly opposed to any collaboration with the fo;rces of
capital, and wonld probably have described DW s
prografiaru as an exomple of capilalism's'abi@ to
recuperate its opposirton, tlu image of resistance sanitised
and soW back to us in tlu cofifort of our bwn homes. See

page for a reiew of a recent book by one of their
leading theoists, Guy Debord

John
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CORRESPONDENCE

Here are some letters we recelved in response to the llrst lssue ol
FLUX. They probably wont make much sense to you unless you were
lucky enough to get one. We're keen to hear lrom readers, and wlll be
happy to print letlers that you send to us.

The Wrong Startlno Point.

From Andrew Green, Shefffeld.

I ums pleaseil to finil a nant
magmine "of lbertarian scialism" k
Sheffielil's independent balshop, but
disappointed at wlut I founil inside, Ten out
of eighteen pages ileooteil to a ilispute which
I'd thought had faded inn histary, lorg W*,
these articles woe wirten. Surely aauchists
lurnt a huailred years a8o a bke a grain of
salt with eoerything khtnin wrote or sid;
anil surely all scialists, hawaer libertirian,
mak use of Marx's cotttibutiott to themy,
whether or aot thq proclaim lhenseloes
Manist. Anil thase self-gtoclaimed Mrrrxisls
who percist in the defence of Lenin and
Trotsky must by nout bc conscious that they
are mbrepresmting the sp*rietiotrs and hopa
of Manhimself.

I thkk you'oe drosan lhc wtwtg
starting pint, anil are in ilorg* of inoititg a

rcplay of old ilefutes.

I'd hoped to find in Flur srne
exploratioa of Mmr's iilcas anil inarporatior
of them iato ot ar a?anding intrprctation
of ments in the uny tlut French tharists sudr
as Deboril and Fouault hooe democtrateil.
They haoe offereil us means of iaspectkg the
crutian aill coilrol of btowleilge, the ma rc
by which pwn b opcrateil, wtil if the
lib*tarian aspect of our Volitics is to mun
anything, it must nquire the uplotttn ol
how oypressioe cysterfls are xt uV eail n*y be

amfutteil.
If you wbh to aVlme or ilispute

their iileas, f d l&e to cottriktte to such atork.
Aad if tlut's the ru you'tc

mooing into, I might be intresteil in
subscribing to Fhu, But you aren't off*kg
subscription terms. Can I rely on findkg a

cary il ny loctlb@khop? I will kap
laking.

An Outmoded Debate

From Adam Bulck, London.

As a merrber of a group in the
Marxist hadition whidr has always held
that socialism necessarily involves the
disappearance of the state and whidr
views words like "socialist state" and
"workers' state" as conhadictions in ternrs,
I'd like to make a contribution to your
discussion on "Anardrisrr and Marxism".

Although, iI pressed I will
describe myself as a "lV{arxist", I don't
think this is a very adequate term. First,
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in using the name of one individual to
describe a partiorlar body of theory it
gives the mistakan that this
theory was created, even laid down, by
that person. Second, it gives the even
more unforttmate impression that if you
call yourself a 'Marxist" you have to
defend everything that Marx said or did.

Anarddsn too is an inadequate
term. Its main inadequacy is that it
groups together in a single category all
those who want to see the disappearance
of the state. This is a very disparate
group embrachg supporters of exkeme
individualism (like Thoreau and Max
Stirner), supporters of an unfettered
market economy (like Proudhon and
toda/s anardroopitalist) as well as
supporters of common ownership
(communisb like lGopotkin). To me it
doesn't make sense to group all these

together and I cannot understand why
those anardrisb who are also communists
should want to consider that they have
more in common with anardrist
individualists and free-marketeers than
they have with others who stand for a

stateless ommunist society without
calling therrselves anarchists.

That Marx fell into this last
category - of standing for a stateless
commrmist society without calling himself
an anardrist - is no longer really open to
doubt. The difference between Marx and
courmrmist-anarchists like Kropotkin was
not over the end to be adrieved - in this
respect Marx was just as mudr "anardro-
commrmist" as Kropo&in - but over the
means to adrieve this. And here the
differences were reaL Marx held the view
that socialism/communism only became
possible at a c€rtain stage in the
developrrmt of human society, alter
capitalism had developed the forces of
production to a level where plenty for all
could be produced. Since he believed that
this level had not beerr readred in his day,
his gmerd perspective was to support
what would favour the fastest pcsible
develop,mmt of industrial capitalism.

IGopotkin, on the other han4
did not believe that the developn,ent of
capitalism lvas nec€ssary before socialisrr

' could be established- For him a

communist society ould have been
established (re-established) at any time
after the md of the ommunistic tribal
societies under whidr human groups had
originally livdd This meant that he did
not favour measures to speed the full
development of capitalism, but stmd for
kying to immediately establish a
communist society.

Who was right? Marx or
IGopotkin? Or were they both wrong?
IGopotkin saw more clearly than Marx
the dangers of state capitalism (he can be

given full crbdit for invmting this key
term). Marx, on the other hand, was right
to see the need for developed indushy
and tedrnology if cofthunism was to be
a world socie$ rather than mere isolate4
small-scale communities (a point
accepted, of course, by syndicalists,
anardro-syndicalists and industfial
unionists like the IWW who came on to
the working-class scene at the beginning
of this entury).

In a very real sense what those

who wanted socialism/ cohmunism
should have done in the 19th century is
now of academic interest only. Capitalism
did survive and did firther develop the
forces of production, to such an extent
that socialism,/communism as a classless,

stateless, moneyless, wageless world
society of common ownership and
dem'ocratic seU'adminishation can now be

established immediatelv without the need
for any so-called "transition period". The
Marx-Kropotkin argument has been
solved by the course of events and is now
no longer an issue. Both could now agree

that the immediate aim of the working
dass revolution should be the
establishment of communism and the
abolition of the state.

The issue that remains is how to
get there. On one point anti-Leninist
'Marxists" and communist "anarchists"

shotrld be able to agree: that
socialism/communism can only be

established by the action of a

democratically-organised majority since
no minority, however sincerg enlightened
or dedicated (or ruthless) can do this.
After all, how could a free society of
voluntary cooperation be imposed on

people?

Write tO FLUX
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Nottingham
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page 5)

would like to keep the poll tax down.
But the deepening recession, the huge
cost of the Gulf war and their own
political credos all make it difficult for
them to increase subsidies to local
government. This only leaves poll-tax
capping - but capping is already
controversial, and its use tears the last
shreds of credibility away from their
claim that the poil tax increases local
accountability. Heseltine's review of
the poll tax is now clearly a charade,
and vague promises to replace the tax
with something better by 1993 won't
carry much weight with disgruntled
Tory voters.

The labour Party are equally
in a mess. Having resolutely opposed
both the poil tax and non-payrnent, they
have failed to put $orward a coherent
alternative and, if elected, will face the
same lengthy timescale of abolition as
the Tories - and aii the problems that
the delay will cause. Labour councils
are already using poll tax bailiffs in
many parts of the country severely
damaging Labour's credibility with
their supposed natural constituency,
and showing concretely the capitalist
reality behind their rhetoric of
socialism. If [,abour do form the next
government, the economic recession
they will inherit limits their options just

as it does the Tories. If they are
elected, the determined fence-sitting
that Labour has practised for the last
few years may yet be part of their own
downfall.

So from our side of the
barricade, things look good - but there
are still serious difficulties ahead. The
dominatron and manipulation of the
All-Britain APT Federation by Militant
continues. At the AGM in Manchester
last November, a suggestion by Danny
Burns (of the Bristol Fed. and 3D) that
the Peoplds March Against the Poll Tax
was not the most successful, well
organised protest ever mounted, and
that money spent on tracksuits for the
marchers might have been put to better
use, resulted in attempts by Militant
members to attack him physically and
stop his speech. As a forum for debate,
decision-making and swapping
informatiory the AGM was a total waste
of time: it was sham democmcy on a
revel that parliament itself would be
proud of.

Despite this, the anti-poll tax
campaign up until now has been
remarkably effuctive (demonstrating just
how powertul people really are when
they take action, and perhaps showing
just how little they realiy @ need to be
shown the way by the likes of us?).
The problems of communication and
co-orciinatron caused by Militant's
;transiehold have been tackled, and
strange ariiances riretween Socialist
Organiser and anarchists, for example)
.*r-: .::r.:rEed. tsut aii this could

change if there is a general election.
Calls to back the Labour Party may yet
shatter the fragile unity of the non-

' l',lltant part of the movement. We all -
revorurronaries and parliamentarians
alike - will have to try especially hard
'r maintain a minimum basis for
worieng together over the coming
months. Great potentials lie before us -
let's not lose sight of them in the heat
of the arguments that will inevitably
arise.

Jrihn

Copies of Issue 1 of
FLI-IX (featuring two
articles by Ulli Deimar
on Anarchism and
Marxism, a discussion of
the inner life of a poll
tax groupr and some
book reviews) are,
surprisingly enough, still
available from us for
only 50p eactu Write to
us at this address:

FLUX
Box A
The Rainbow Centre
184 Manstield Road
Nottingham



THATCHERWASM
the ice-c&p melts?

Let's confess it we miss her. |ohn Major just doesn't excite
the same passiory does he? But is this the end of the
Thatcher era - as some pundits are suggesting? Oa
alternatively, will thingJ go on pretty much as they have
done? And what exactly was the Thatcher era', what was
Thatcherism'? Did they represent a fundamental redirection
in contemporary British capitalism? Or did nothing really
change? Were we all simply taken in by the great publicity
machine? Most importantly, where does this leave us now;
our opposition and resistance?

It's true that Thatchels novelty was often
exaggerated. At its crudest Thatcherism was nothing more
than a good old ruling class crack down, designed to shift
the balance of class power. Also Thatcher was very much a
part of an international trend. Mitterand in France, Kohl in
Germany and Mitsotakis in Greece (to name but three), all
marketed their own brands of Thatcherism'.

More significantly here, the spotlight on Thatcher as

an 'ism' often obscured the distinct lines of continuity with
developments whose origines lie much earlier. She was
more coherent; certainly more belligerent than her
predecessors, but the offensive she championed had been
gathering steam for twenty years.

Underlying this offensive were deep rooted
economic problems faced by the capitalist class: of
international competitiveness and profitability - problems
which the end of the post-war boom
brought clearly to the surface and
which became especially acute after
the oil crisis of 1973. Inevitably the
state responded with strategies
designed to undermine workers'
strength and reduce working class
living standards. And it was these
related strategies which later cohered
at the heart of Thatcherism.

For example: her attempt to
legislate controls on workers militancy
and to criminalise effective strike
action and solidarity, were louder (and

more successful) echoes of earlier
attempts at utilising the law. These
included the Labour government's 1n
Place of Strife' in 1959, which failed to
reach the statute books, and Heath's
1972 lndustrial Relations Act', which
was effuctively defeated by industrial
action.

Her attacks on workers'living
standards, by politically engineered
mass unemployment and swingeing
cuts in welfare spending again had
their precedents. labouy's attempt to
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hold down wages and dampen shop-floor conflict through
various accords and agreements with union leaders (for
instance, the Social Contract), and their own massive
reductions in public spending after 7975, may have been
tactically different but strat-egically they worked to the same

end.
Then, of course, there was the 'shopping bag

economics', she famously espoused. 1N'e can't spend more
than we've got'. This usefully legitimated the terrible social
costs endured during the last decade. but was itself only a
more strident version of an earlier theme. In the 1970's

establishment commentators became convinced that the
British economic malaise stemmed from an overexpanded
state, which starved industry of potential investment and
drained away economic wealth into a vast but unproductive
bureaucracy. Economic regeneration, therefore, required a

massive reduction in state spending and a popuiar re-
education in what people could, and should, exPect the state

to do or provide. Thus, it was Healey and Callaghan, and
not Thatcher, who, after 1975 introduced 'monetarism'; put
cash limits on local governmenq and who talked endlessly
about hot being able to spend our way out a crisis'.

Yet Thatcherism can't only be seen as a continuation
or a rearticulation. There was novelty there too. But this
wasn't simply a case of a 'new' agenda imposing itself on
events; the novelty lay in the way in which a highly

ideologically committed political
intervention fused with social and
economic processes already at work.

Though the ideas Thatcher
represented had long edsted as a

current in the Tory Party, they came to
the fore by meeting with the collapse
of the post-war consensus. Variously
refurred to as the corporate or the
welfare state consensus, this had
cohered around structures involving
bureaucratic planning, government
interventio& centralised bargaining
between the unions and capital. Its
political agenda involved such notions
as compromise and negotiatiory
welfare and the mixed economy. This
consensus had been conspired against
by a combination of economic decline,
government action and the public
frustration they caused. As a system
able to organise British capitalism it
was sytematically undermined. By the
end of the 70's it had become
incapable of generating suPPort
amongst the population at large; and
more importantly, it no longer

as under attack from a simila
nerely the policy but the fain
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functioned as an ideological framwework for the ruling class.
Thatcher was able to make "explicit" what was already
"implicii" in the actions of previous administrations. Unlike
her political rivals she recognised that the good old days of
bargain and compromise were over. Of course, it wasn't
that 'society' or even the ruling class had suddenly, over
night, become converted Thatcherites, but that only she
seemed to be offering any way out of the culde'sac.

Excluding Heath's brief flirtation with fiee market
economics between '72 and "74, the offensive
of earlier administrations had been
undertaken somewhat pragmatically. Despite
its decaying all around-them, her
predecessors sallbeJicoed in the values and
methods of the post-war consensus and their
attempts to hold back the working class
occurred largely within its ambit. The
approach centred around 'conflict
incorporation'.via Union bureaucracies. The
welfare<olporate consensus had brought the
union leadership into the state structure, and
they certainly found their seats around the
various planning and negotiating tables
convivial. The quid W quo was that t*re
Union leaders would be able to police their
members and deliver thbir members'consent
to policy decisions made by the government.
It was never an entire$ successful
ariangement (there were malrr problems
with 'wages drift' and 'wildcat strikes' in the
late '60's and early '70's), although in the
recessionary mid-70's the labour
Government wene successful in holding down wage
demands - principally through the negotiated 'Social
Contract'. Howeveq, it soon became apparent that wage
restraint agrleements effuctively meant workers carrying the
burden of economic decline without receiving anything in
return - inflation cut into the real value of the wagepacket,
unemployment began to rise steeply, the 'social wage
(education, pensions, welfare) was reduced. In the drama of
the Winter of Discontent n 1978/79 the colporate 3tructures
finally came unstuck and the system of capitalist state
managernent developed within the post-war consensus lay
bankrup.

Thatcher was certainly not held back by the
commitments that had hampered her predecessors. Rather
than wanting to bargain away the thrcat of workers
militancy she chose to tackle it head on- And instead of
trying to 'persuade' workers that reduced welfare and
unemployment etcetera were in all of our 'national interest',
she oped simply to impose them. For legitimation she
could refer back to policy decisions already made and to the
political agenda they already suggested (the labour fnrnt
bench looked pretty silly criticising her for reducing welfare
spending); and she could point to the quite clear failure of
the corporate-welfare system to continue to generate
economic prosperity. But what made her stand out as

unique in British politics was the way in which she sought
Iegitimation from a vociferous ideological commitment;
which drew with increasing vlgou on the New Right
ideologues. Poverty, unemployment, anti-union legislation
came gift wrapped in the themes of market values and self-
reliance.

Thatcheds ideological commitment expressed the
lack of any, and not only the welfarecorporatg consensr.E.
Given the wholesale natune of the crisis faced in 7979 and
the loss of direction felt within the ruling dass, this
commitment was certainly useful. It worked for the political
faction led by Thatcher and for the particular interests they
represented - mainly grou$ around the financial

institutions, but also involving sectors like food and drink
and construction. For a period it paid dividends for the
ruling class as a whole. It pmvided a driving force which
enabled her to carry forward the class war in a way no otber
political leader could have, done. Yet it was not without its
contradictions. Contradictions that ultimately led to its
demise.

For a start it was too partisan a construction. It
fostercd the interests of the city but, despite extolling the

virtue of private enterprise, it never responded to the needs
of industry - except in narrow classon<lass tenns. More
than that, it was too politically exclusive: the question 1s he
one of us?' evoked an anti+stablishment mentality which
antagonised the old civil service/ clerical/ academic/ old
money establishment. Ultimately it lacked the flexibility to
adapt; it got too stuck in its own rhetoric. It alienated its
soutrhern yuppie constituenry, after a clean environment and
efficient commuter trains. High interests rates turned the
'property owning' dream sour as repossessions soared, It
became seen as arrogant and out of touch. And divided.
Underlying this was the fact that Thatcher like her
predecessors, was unable to reverse an economy in decline -
indeed by decimating manufacturing industry she

aggravated it. After the credit led 'boom' of the mid{0's all
the old problems came back with a vengence - industrial
relations problems, inflation, sterling and so on. This
combination of an economy tilting back into recession plus
Thatcher's ideological narrowness led to deep and divisive
conflicts within the ruling class. These were disagreements
over where British capital was going and in particular took
place around the question of Europe (Lawson/ Walters;
Ridley; Howe' resignation). Then as the City institutions
became mone and more convinced that their future lay in
Europe, she moved out of step with them. Events definitely
left her behind.

Drawing up a balance sheet of the Thatcher years

depends, of course, on what we're looking for. Clearly there
was no reveisal of Britain's economic slide. Neither did her
schemes for 'social engineering' make any,great inroads into
popular British culture where commitment to collective
provision remains pr€tty much intact. But her success lies
elsewhere: in waging a class war which rid the establishment
of a failing consensus, whose structures and values had
become a futter on their freedom to act and to exert social
control. In doing so she created the necessary spa.ce for the
next consensus to emerge.

Thatcher was incapable of promoting the kind of
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overarching ideological unlty a ruling class desperately
needs. Clearly without an agreed set of game rules, within
which the various sections of the ruling class can organise
and negotiate their various interests, its position as a ruling
class is weakened. This was evident in that final discordant
peroid of the Thatcher regime. For the Tories this had
immediate political consequences. As the arguments got
loudel, popular support fell. But Thatchey's leaving not only
concerned the political fortunes of the Tory Party; it had a
much wider significance than that - for position of the ruling
class as a whole.

A new consensus, a new set of game rules, is now
in the making - after Thatcherism comes Majnr-tine-nockism.
It promises a return to 'pragmatism' (though pragmatism is
just another way of saylng that Major, Kinnock et al will be
working to a common agenda), and pulls together various
elements within the establishment: manufacturing industry
looking for a more supportive state and markets in Europe,
elements within the city converted to the possibilities of the
European proto-state, the Labour bureaucracy, the church
and liberal establishment with their compassion and concern
for fair dues. It tries to tap into the widespread general
aspirations for a fairer, more efficient, more educated,
cleaner, more 'pragmatic' society. In its right wing guise it's
referred to as the'social market', and in it's left, as 'market
socialism'.

But this return to normality doesn't imply any
return to the pre-Thatcher days. From Thatcher it inherits an
explicit orientation to the market, and to the values of
entrepreneurialism and merit (Maior's'classless society;
Kinnock's tnabling state'). Whilst there is a commitment to
welfare and education etc. (untrained workers are a major
defecit to any advanced economy) this commitment is
contingent on Betting the economy right first. There is no
confusion of priorities. And importantly under the 'social
market/market socialism' the centralised corporate
bargaining and planning structures will not be reestablished.
The union bureaucracy will have few real partnership
opportunities. They will be just one more sectional interest
plaFng their role - and being rewarded for doing so - in the
promotion of a clean, str€amlined, well-trained, fair-but-
fledble national interest. At least this is how the brochure

describes it!
Consensus is vital to the health of a ruling class, but

making one is not as straightforward as that. It involves
more than political and ideological agreement on the part of
the ruling class. And the question now is can it be
delivered? It all depends on two connected factors. Firstly,
where the economy goes; secondly, the level of class struggle
and popular resistance. The prospects do not look at all
rosey.

Alongside the market values inherited from
Thatcher, comes a recession. All the indicators - the
employment situation, investment, production costs, levels of
business confidence etc., suggest an economy probably
weaker than it was in 7979. At the same time the
government's freedom of manoeuwe has greatly has greatly
receded. Domestic manufacture still suffers chronic
underinvestment and is still costly compared to its
competitors; but significantly it's also a much smaller sector
with which to even try and promote competitiveness. By

ioining the ERM the value of sterling and many of the key
finance decisions will be dependent on agreements made in
Brussels rather than in Londory and these will reflect the
interests of and power balance between other European
capitals, under the overall leadership of the Bundesbank.
The city is losing its privilege as a money market to TokyO
New York and very probably FranKurt. One of the
enduring features of Thatcherism will be that it opened
Britain up to the more intense process€s of economic and
political internationalisation without doing anything to
protect specifically British capital in that context. One
wonders what )ohn Major really has left to play with. His
ability to oversee the construction of a system satisfying the
demands and self-perceived needs of the different parts of
the ruling clas are severely constrained; and this suggests
that the arguments and conflicts, which seem to have abated
since he took office, will reemerge with all their weakening,
divisive effects.

The other side of the equation is what happens
below - and again the ruling class can have li*le room for
optimism. Thatcherism occupied the space left by the old
structures, but its success also expressed widespread
working class retreat. This is not to say that there was no
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resistance, far from it. But it is to say that the whole climate
conspired against any generalised struggle; and for the most
pa* disputes tended to remain isolated. Even thc miners,
strike, which remains a high point in militant and creative
struggle, failed to pull other sectors in alongside. Likewise
the Wapping dispute - despite some pretty exciting evenings
on the picket line. But there was resistance. There was
resistance outside of work as well: there was the peace

Movement; through the mid-80s there was a thriving ,rebel,

lifestyle culture amongst the, mainly unemployed , ytung.
The Green movement enjoyed a phenomenal rise. ihere-
were riots in all the major cities in 1981 and ,85. What was
so positive was that, despite the 'downturn', activity and
organisation continud in the space evacuated by a cripplcd
and legally bound union and labour hierarchy. If much
reduced there was still a culturc of rcsistance, organised on
the ground, in which connections were made. Miners, wives
going to Greenham; links being made between the miners
and the antinuclear campaign; a whole range of groups and
people drawn into the plethora of support groupJand
networks around disputes large and small - printers,
dockers, Silentnight, Salford Plastics, Caterpillar. Not ali of
it was effective. Not everyone stayed the coursg but thd
struggle kept going despite the seeming omnipotence of
Thatcher.

This resistance began to take on a new combativity
toward the end of the decade. In part it was due to workers
taking advantage of labour shortagesduring the mid-80,s
boom (the engineers, for example). Perhapi therc was also a
'psychological'element to it - pcople had grown used to hcr
and she'd lost her sting. And gencrally the public climate
became mor€ sympathetic as the demands oi, for example,
the ambulance workers, teachers, London Transport workers
dovetailed in with a more gencral frustration with the state
of health care, education, thc cnvironmcnt and thc
infrastructure.

What is clear is that for the ncw consensus to scll
itself and achieve accep,tance if not active consent, it has to
meet the aspirations and satisff the frustrations generated
within the Thatcher period. What is also clcar iJthat its
capacity to do this is very restricted. (lt's almost as if society
has generated its own 'transitional demands,!). At the same
time the working class are unlikely to respond to this new
recession as they did last time; there is a new mood abroad!
Yet with the recession, and given that the government has
fewer economic strings to pull what choice do they havc but
to keep up the attacks on the working class and to frustratc
popular expectations for (admittedly ill-defined) social
improvement.

What is also clear, is that the corporate-structures
which were in part designed to incorporate and corral
struggle into safe bureaucratic channels have been
systematically dismantled. And this will be another
endufng legacy of Thatcherism. The Union leadership are
in no position to deliver their members' consent to state
policy, because they're no longer party to the decision
making prccess - the corporate bargaining and planning
tablc has bccn sold off. Thcir main conccrn now is to hold
onto what bureaucratic privileges they have, and hope that
the sequesters keep their distance. After the latest industrial
relations which effectively makes Union leadership
responsible for even unofficial rank and file action, their role
as a policing agent on militant rank and file action will
become even more apparent. At the same time both the
union and Labour Party higrarchies have been enthusiastic in
the shaping of the new consensus - they have made a
definite political investment which has involved the Labour
Party shedding much of its residual identity as a party of the
'working class' and of 'socialism'. Politically they have
shown themselves incapable of responding to any radical
demands made by potcntial supporters. Rather, like their
colleagues in the union hierarchy they have been more
concerncd with sclling a rcsponsible and clean media imagc
(albcit one with little contcnt and in.so far as opinion polls
give indication, one that has done little to pcrsuade the
elc\ctorate that labour has anything definite to offer). But
that has always been the stuff of Labour party politics.

There were features to the resistance during the
Thatcher period which like Thatcherism itself echoed earlier
times: it tended to be rank and file organised; unsupportcd
by the labour bureaucracies; and it generated networks of
support which pushed away from the official structures.
Class struggle is hardly likely to decline in the face of a
rcvampcd ruling class offcnsive. Now workers are going to
have to dcvelop their own organisational and agitational
potential, thcy have no choice. The rhctorical call on the
TUC and the leadership of the Labour movement' 'to give a
lead' has become an utter banality, for even as a channel of
mcderation and mediation union hierarchics have become
completcly hemmed in by legal constraints and almost

_ wholly excluded from the corridors of state. We're in for a
bumpy ride but the tendcncy towards self-organised
resistance is surcly likcly to grow

I.F.
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Not a Man to
Match Her - lhe
Marketin* of A
Prime Ministerby
Wendy Webster
(Virago lrers).

This is Wendy
Webster's first
book, in which
she takes a
close look at
the
"marketing" of
Thatcher, at
the how and

why of her creation. It documents
her kansformation from a 1950's
social climbing liberal feminist, to the
Iron Lady of today. Taking a
feminist tack she starts by looking at
the psychological influenccs on
Thatcher - her domineering father,
the austere Grantham environment -
and then goes on to examine the
marketing techniques she used to
manipuiate her image and respond to
her audience. Far from denying her
gender it seems that Thatcher used
every worn out stereotype in the
book to further her career: housewife,
mother, nanny/ amazon warrior, the

list is cndlcss. Shc bccame
chameleon in nature.

In her'feminist' phase she
wrote articles arguing that women
could combine home and career
without detriment to family life.
"That the family suffers is, I believe,
quite mistaken." Ifs 1950 but the
tone is already there, the message
however is very different. M.T. soon
iearned the reality of her position,
that to succeed in a male dominated
traditional Tory establishment sheld
have to change her tune. She rapidly
did so, championing the cause of the
houscwife and mother, whilst
emplbying a full time nanny. She
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proclaimed the classless society,
whilst marrying the money which
enablcd her to continue her career.
She couldn't have made it without
denying the reality of her life. She
minimalised and trivialised women's
nceds and denied the women's
movement's existence, whilst
grasping the opportunities it had
helped to create with both hands.

She heaped lie upon lie, and
the lies were necessary because she
addressed a male audience - to gain
power she appealed to the powerful.
The swing to Thatcher in 1979 was
not amon8 women, but (as Lynne
Segal points out) amongst white male
skilled workers in the South.

So Webster gives us a iull
description of how thc great
deception was carricd out, but fails
to reach any conclusions about the
importance of Thatcher, the
implications for women.

Womcn werc never included
in Thatcher/s meritocracy, the only
choice given to them was a domestic
one. In real terms women have
suffered, if Thatcher has made us
poorer then women will be thc
victims as they are already the
poorest in our society. The eighties
saw massive cuts in the welfare state,
cuts in nursery provision, legislative
changes have meant difficulties with
chiid cusbody, maintcnance and
maternity leave. The wholesaie
dismissal of womcn's issues has
conkibuted to make resistance more
diffusc and sporadic, but despitc all
this the treasured Victorian values
have not refurned. Two months on
and the phrase is hardly mentioned.
Women still work, they took up the
majority of the one million part time
jobs created in the eighties, and
whilst having to juggle homc and
work there has not been any rush
back to the bliss of domesticity.
Women simpiy can't afford it and
don't want it.

What I think Thatcher
brought into question was any notion
of the success of liberal feminism.

She succeeded, no doubt of that, but
feminine management of capital docs
not seem to be necessarily any more
concerned or caring than mascuiine.
Perhaps the point needs to be made
more strongly in the light of feminist
admirahion for her achievements, it is
not how well we can manage capiLal,
how caring and responsive we can
make it. It is how well we can rid
ourselves of a system motivated by
profit. We are looking at another
recession, some say it wili be worse
than the Thirties, but at least for
women thc cncmy is again
identifiablc.

M

Commenls on lhe

SrrlrNffi
Spectacle bv Gtty
Dcbord (Verso

1990. 18.95)

In 1967
Debord
published The

Society of the

Spectacle.

Crudely his
idea was that
capitalism has

changed since Marx's time: now all
social relations have been furned-into
commodities by their mediation
through images (adverti3ing,
tclcvision, the mcdia) imposcd by thc
ruling class. We have been socialiscd
into consuming thcsc images
passively, even though they
condition how we perceive the
world. Society has become a
'spectacle' which we no longer
participate in actively, disconnecting
us from the reality of our
impoverishcd lives and the
possibililies for changing it.

At that time the spectacle had
two forms. The diffuse spectacle
characteriscd Westcrn'free-market'
capitalisft: the masses are
bombarded through the mcdia with
useless censumer goods, from



washing-up liquids to politicat
parties, giving the illusion of choice
when in fact all choices have already
been made. The concentrated
spectacle, on the other hand,
described totalibrian'bureauoatiC
capitalism: the same passivity and
alienation is adrieved by installing a
dictatorship which is the sole
purveyor of the Ti.uth.

Today, according to Debord,
the two forms have dialectically
combined to create the integrated
spectacle which is imposing itself
globally by conditioning even our
most private experiences. The
underlying mechanism of the world
is still the development of capital,
but more than ever before the State
monitors and represses deviar,.t
behaviour through the media
explosion: both in terms of
surveillance and indoctrination.

This may rem very h*ry going.
But in this book Debord gives much
more space to concrete illusfrations
of his ideas. These range from the
secrecy and lies surrounding r.udear
po\ /er (increasingly maintained bv
the complicity of an enchained and
obsequious scientific discourse); to
the spurious opposition of terrorism,
which the state exploits in order to
divert attention from its'own'
activities; to the Western
educationalists' invention of the
concept of 'language difficulties' to
hide the rise in illiterary in advanced
industrial countries. Debord's
descriptions and comments are
always lucid, giving the reader
ample opportunity to test the
relevance of his hypotheses.

But I feel that it must be
argued against, at least on certain
ievels. For I am left with the
impression of an 'integrated ,

spectacle' so pervasive and so
ubiquitous, that the only genuine
opposition to it is one of crcmplete
refusal on all levels. Indeed, this
distinction between diffuse and
concentrated spectacle was never
emphasised in Debord's earlier work,
making me suspicious that his
integrated spectacle is an intellectual
fabrication designed to perpetuate his
own status as'original thinkel.

What we get here ..and
Debord is explicit about this - is a
conspiracy theory of twentieth
century history. Debord believes that
the integrated spectacle has induced
a society of "fragile perfection" (p.21).
It is perfect because it has
encroached on all aspects of life to
such an extent that living outside it

is almost unthinkable; it is fragile
because incessant technological
change exacerbates the potential for
seeing through it - so one
demystified detail may expose the
falseness of the totality.

If this is the case, however,
then all rye are left to do is oscillate
between a paralysing pessimism and
a wishful spontaneism. In other
words, the book gets so convinced by
its own rhetoric, it blinds itself to the
potentially radical nature of the small
and local refusals which make up
everyday life.

For example, the spectacle is
not so homogenous that it will
attempt to take over Third World
markets in the same way as it will
expand a domestic market. The
failure to recognise geopolitical
differences contributes to the
prevailing blinCness towards the
specificilies of local resistances, and
in particular to the positive,
potentially radical, nature of so-elled
nationalist movements. In short, the
analysis takes the West as its centre,
reproducing a colonialist ideology by
refusing to let the oppressed speak
on their own terms.

Or: to'cnme ou( as gay or
lesbian is not simply to capiflrlate to
a spectacle of false identities,
providing another specialised market
for capitalism. This is only the rrsk
of a ractic intended to openly
confront the unspoken categories of
heterosexuality and homosexuality,
with the aim of subverting them.
The original impulse is a radical one.

The above'extreme'
examples aim to show with clarity
what is just as relevant at the level of
daily life: namely the contradictions
and compromises everyone
experiences, in various ways and to
varying degrees of self-awareness.

By not examining such real
phenomena, towards which nobody
has privileged knowledge, Debord
ultimately does a disservice to the
very people he is trying to inspire.
He does not acknowlec.gehow aware
many people are of the bad quality
of their lives, or how articulate they
can be about it if they are given the
chance.

Read this book, but don't
succumb to the God-like
pronouncements of doom.

Simon Scott

The Media and
the Gulf War

(continued from
page 3)

sens€s are bombarded with unconnected
and apparmtly raw data, resolved into a
nmning ommentary like a q)orts event. It
is as though we had a window on the'Arab
world', when in fact that window is socially
constructed by the same system which is
attempting to subordinate this Arab world.
And this is how the ruling powers have
attempted to make us experience our own
society, through a cultural and ideological
framework which obscures real power
hierarchies. Both worlds are illusions, but
by being mutually supporting we find it
hard to reject the colonialist ideology which
conditions our perception of the Gulf if we
have not rejected the capitalist ideology
which conditions our perception of our own
society.

What is lost here is any historical
perspective. For example, there has been no
analysis of the genesis of the Gulf into oil
states imposed by the imperialist powers of
Britain and France, which would help us
understand the nature and significance of
border disputes in the region. There has
been no attempt to understand the
differences between Islamic and Western
nations, on political, religious or economic
levels. No parallels have been drawn
between the start of this war and WW2, in
which similar statements were made about
'precision bombing' which later turned out
to be completely false. And there has not
even been a reexamination of U.S. foreign
policy since August, in the light of their
evenfual proqrrcment of a blank dreque to
destroy Iraq and install themselves in the
Middle East permanently.

Paradoxically this period of
heightened media-management is also the
period when it can be most easily exposed.
It is heartening how many peopie are
getting beyond the euphoric ingoism of the
first few days of war. As it is prolonged,
the reality of the 'worlds' imposed by the
military and the media will become
increasingly difficult to sustain. This may
turn people's developing healthy cynicism
about what they're told into a more general
refusal to accept the diktats of those in
Power.

Meg and Simon
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Eighteen year old Mike Hill was killed on gth February whilst trying ro stop the barbaric "sport" of the
Cheshire Beagle Hunt. He and two others climbed onto a pick-up truck, rvhich rvas pullirrg a vanload of
hounds, in arl attemPt to make the driver stop. The driver, Alan Summersgill, ignored their shouts, puttirg
Itis foot down on the accelerator instead. For almost five miles Summersgill drove frantically on wiih no
care for lhe tlrree saboteurs. By ttris time they were literally hanging onto the truck. As the truck
approached a roturdabout it slowed don,n and Mike took the chance to junrp down, Summersgill yet again
drove off at high speed, with the trvo remaining sabs begging him to stop. They had seen that Mike rvas
Iturt. But Sunr.mersgill had no inclination to stop - for alt he knew Mike could have been dead. It u,as only
rvhen dre sabs managed to smash a u,indorv of tlre truck and enter that Sumntersgill lvas forced to stop. He
responded to their anger and panic by attacking thenr with lris u4rip. So predictable.

The trvo sabs then hitched a lift from a passing car and retumed to Mike. Summersgill still did not stop.
Mike'was alive rvhen tlrey found him but died soon after.

Summersgill \r'as questioned by ttre police for only a matter of hours. A press release issued by rhe police
on 2Sth February stated that no charges were to be brougtrt against him. They state rhat there is no proof
that he did not stop his 'lehicle. Rubbish - in tlre truck there was another of Sunmrersgill's sort; ther-e are tlie
direct accounts by the trvo sabs involved and hvo cars were involved in getting Mike to the nearby hospital.

The police obviously do not vierv this as rvorlh investigating - oniy the death of a hunt saboteur.

We only have lo conlpare the Police's response to Sumnrersgill's appalliug aclions tvith their enlhusiaslic
arrests of saboteurs on llth February and thereafter to see rvl:ere their spoiled moralities take them.

On 1lttr February betrveen 100 and 150 Hunt Saboteurs protested outside Summersgill's home. Initially tlre
protest \vas peaceful but the outrage t,as so high that vanclalism ensued. Damage to propeffy, Only one sab
was tuTestd at tlre tinle but u'hen 1wo workers from Freshfield Animal Rescue Centre wer.lt 1o collect him
they too were arrestd. The lotal number arrested llo$, stallds at twenty-nine, although the nunbers conlilue
to 8low. Those arrested were sent to rcnrand ceutre 10 arvait court appearauces, everrtually being bailed upoo
sureties of fl,000, a ridiculous anlount.

Mike Hill had lived and rvorked at Freshfield Aninral Rescue Centre for eight months. One of the rvor*ers
at Freshfields rvlrom l spoke rvith explained that Mike spent nlost of his time tending abandoned puppics.
His t'ish ll'as for an isolation unit to be set up rvithin the Rescue Centre, tlrereby savirrg more animais' lives.
As the rvoman at Freshfields stated, "It seenrs lhe police put property before people.',

And typically aninrals are relegated to a position rvlrere compassior.r and u,orth hare no place. It is this kild
of infrastructure rvhich allorvs murderers like sumnrersgill and lfs Huntsmen (sic.) friends to corltinue
unchecked. People like Sunrntersgill are so used to doing as they please and rvill go to endless extrenles to
exerl their porver. Mike Hill's death selves as an example of one such extreme.


